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High rise buildingAbstract The inﬂuence of wind on structures is a complex subject. Bending moments, normal
forces, torsion moments, stresses on cladding, comfort of the pedestrians around new building,
the impact of new building on existing buildings, internal pressures and vibrations are the main
effects of the wind on the structures. Vibration of the structures is one of the major effects of wind
especially on bridges and high rise buildings. It could lead to major displacements, accelerations and
resulting forces. Acceleration is used to check the comfort of the occupants especially in high rise
buildings. Wind tunnel was the only method that can be used to determine the vibration effect
by wind when the standard equations of the codes cannot be applied. In this research, Computa-
tional Fluid dynamics ‘‘CFD’’ has been applied for the ﬁrst time to check the comfort of the occu-
pants at Lerkendal Hotel in Norway. The hotel is the third conventional highest building in
Norway. The numerical model results have been compared to those obtained by codes, carried
out by others. A good agreement is achieved.
 2015 Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The inﬂuence of wind on structures is a complex subject. The
wind ﬁeld varies both in space and time, and thus a statistical
approach is demanded to describe wind loading. For low and
stiff structures, wind induces surface pressure and suction,
which could be critical for facades and roofs. For bridges
and tall buildings, the effects of wind are more complicated
Simiu [15].Bending moments, normal forces, torsion moments, stres-
ses on cladding, comfort of the walking pedestrians around
the buildings, the impact of the new building on the existing
buildings, internal pressures and vibrations are the main effects
of the wind on the structures.
Acceleration demands are often crucial for design of tall
buildings, and must therefore be checked to ensure that
accelerations in a structure subjected to vibrations is not
uncomfortable for the occupants. Design of buildings is
concerned with human response to vibration and perception
of motion. At this point it will sufﬁce to note that humans
are surprisingly sensitive to vibration to the extent that
motions may feel uncomfortable even if they correspond to
relatively low levels of stress and strain. Therefore, for most
tall buildings serviceability considerations govern the design
and not strength issues.
Table 1 Human perception levels.
Acceleration
(m/s2)
Eﬀects
1 <0.05 Humans cannot perceive motion
2 0.05–0.1 (a) Sensitive people can perceive motion
(b) Hanging objects may move slightly
3 0.1–0.25 (a) Majority of people will perceive motion
(b) Level of motion may aﬀect desk work
(c) Long-term exposure may produce motion
sickness
4 0.25–0.4 (a) Desk work becomes diﬃcult or almost
impossible
(b) Ambulation still possible
Nomenclature
b the width of the structure
cf the force coefﬁcient
fA(z,t) aerodynamic force per unit height
H structure height
Iv(ZS) the turbulence intensity at the height Z= Zs
above ground
Kx the non-dimensional coefﬁcient
Ky constant
Kz constant
MA(t) the instantaneous moment of the aerodynamic
force
m the generalized mass
m1;x the along wind fundamental equivalent mass
q(t) generalized coordinate
R the square root of resonant response
sfðwOÞ power spectrum of existing forces
smðwoÞ power spectrum of the base moment
Sq the spectrum of the generalized deﬂection
t time
vmðzsÞ the mean wind velocity for the height Z= Zs
above ground
w circular frequency
wo the natural frequency
z vertical coordinate
b mode shape estimation constant, Euro code
r€q the root mean square acceleration
ra;xðzÞ the standard deviation of the characteristic along-
wind acceleration of the structural point at height
Z
q the air density
Umax the mode shape value at the point with maximum
amplitude
U(y,z) the mode shape
/(z) mode shape
U1;xðzÞ the fundamental along wind model shape
d structural damping ratio
l mass per unit height
lref the reference mass per unit area
954 M.I. FaroukCFD has been implemented as a powerful numerical tool to
determine the bending moments, normal forces and stresses in
a complex building [6] or high rise buildings [5]. In addition
CFD has been implemented to study the comfort of the
pedestrians around single building or around small group of
buildings or inside large football stadium (Bottema, 1991),
Blocken et al., [2] [8,11] or in a new residential compound [4].
Abobasha et al. [1] have used CFD in studying the
vibration of high rise building, where they used Large Eddy
Simulation technique in Ansys ‘‘Fluent’’ and MATLAB
function to calculate velocity vector function. In this research;
a different technique, K-epsilon in a rigid model, is used to
check the comfort of the occupants the acceleration at the
top of the Lerkendal Hotel in Norway using Ansys ‘‘Fluent’’
software (2009) [7]. The hotel is the third conventional highest
building in Norway. The results have been compared to those
done by Mathias [12].
2. Comfort criteria: human response to building motion
There are no generally accepted international standards for
comfort criteria in tall building design. A considerable amount
of research has however been carried out into the important
physiological and psychological parameters that affect human
perception to motion and vibration in the low frequency range
of 0–1 Hz encountered in tall buildings. These parameters
include the occupant’s expectancy and experience, their activ-
ity, body posture and orientation, visual and acoustic cues,
and the amplitude, frequency, and accelerations for both the
translational and rotational motions to which the occupant
is subjected. Table 1 gives some guidelines on general human
perception levels Mendis 2007 [14].
Acceleration limits are a function of the frequency of the
vibration being felt. Upper limits have been recommended
for corresponding frequencies of vibration with the relation-
ship suggested by Irwin [10]. Peak acceleration limits assuggested by Melbourne [13] and Cheung have been plotted
along with the Irwin’s E2 curve in Fig. 1. To obtain the peak
value of acceleration, the root mean square (rms) value can
be multiplied by a peak factor. The peak factor is generally
between 3 and 4.
3. Case study
Lerkendal Hotel is a slender 75 m high building located in
Trondheim in Norway. The Lerkendal structure has a rectan-
gular cross section of approximately 45 m & 15 m. The hotel is
signiﬁcantly higher than any of the surrounding structures.
Therefore, the best suited terrain category would be category
III. Lerkendal Hotel (Fig. 2) is considered as a landmark by
Norwegian standards, since it is the third highest conventional
building in Norway. In Trondheim, it is only beaten by the
spire of the Nidarosdomen cathedral (98 m), and the antenna
on top of the Tyholt Tower (124 m).
Figure 1 Peak acceleration vs. frequency.
Figure 3 Wind proﬁle.
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The wind velocity proﬁle as assumed in the theoretical study
(code equation), which is identical to the CFD study, is shown
in Fig. 3 using the code equation. The building is assumed rigid
in this study.
Fig. 4 shows the mesh of the model. The mesh comprises
81046 mixed tetrahedral cells, 160015 triangular interior faces
and 17389 nodes. The boundaries in the model are shown in
Fig. 5. The inlet is velocity inlet and the outlet is outﬂow.
The other two sides are walls and the ground is rough wall.Figure 2 The Lerkendal Hotel.
Figure 4 Mesh of CFD model.
Figure 5 The boundaries on the model.
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There are different methods can be used to calculate the
defalcations and accelerations of the high rise buildings. Two
methods are used:
5.1. Theory
The sway deﬂection: x, of the high rise building in its ﬁrst
mode of vibration, may be expressed as
x ¼ /ðzÞqðtÞ ð1Þ
where/(z) Mode shape
z Vertical coordinateq(t) Generalized coordinatet TimeThe mode shape /(z) is deﬁned so its maximum value at the
top of the building is 1.0.
The equation of the motion of the building, whose height is
H, can be written as follows:
mð€qþ 2dw2o _qþ w2oqÞ ¼
Z H
0
fAðz; tÞ;ðzÞ@z ð2Þ
wherem The generalized massd Structural damping ratio
wo The natural frequencyH Structure heightfA(z,t) Aerodynamic force per unit height_q The generalized velocity
€q The generalized accelerationm ¼
Z H
0
l;2@z ð3Þ
wherel Mass per unit heightFor most building, it is a fairly good approximation to assume
that the mode shape for sway, /, varies linearly with height,
therefore
; ¼ z
H
ð4Þ
With this assumption Eq. (2) may be written as
mð€qþ 2dw2o _qþ w2oqÞ ¼
Z H
0
fAðz; tÞ;ðzÞ@z ¼
1
H
MAðtÞ
mð€qþ 2dw2o _qþ w2oqÞ ¼
1
H
MAðtÞ ð5ÞwhereMA(t) The instantaneous moment of the aerodynamic forceThen, provided that the aerodynamic forces are unaffected by
the building motions (i.e. fA(z,t) and MA(t) are independent of
q, _q & €q) the solution of Eq. (5) may be expressed in terms of
power spectrum Sq
r2€q ¼
Z 1
0
w4sq@w ð6Þ
wherer€q The root mean square acceleration
Sq The spectrum of the generalized deﬂectionW Circular frequencyThe expression r2€q can be expressed as shown below in Eq. (7)
r2€q ¼
pwOsfðwOÞ
4m2d
ð7Þ
wheresfðwOÞ Power spectrum of existing forcesHolmes [9] has considered the theoretical corrections required
to correct the spectra of linearly weighted base bending
moments Sm(wO) to those for generalized forces Sf(wO) as
shown in Eq. (8).
sfðwOÞ ¼ 1
H
 2
3
1þ 2b
 
smðwOÞ ð8Þ
wheresmðwOÞ Power spectrum of the base moment
B Mode shape estimation constant, Euro code (1991) [3],
which equals ‘‘1’’ in the case studyH Structure heightBy substituting in Eq. (7) by Eq. (8)
r2€q ¼
pwOsmðwOÞ
4m2H2d
ð9Þ
Eq. (9) can be used for lightly damped structures.
5.2. Code NS-EN 1991-1-4
Calculations performed by others are based on NS-EN 1991-1-
4 [9]. Two methods are used to calculate the peak acceleration
at the top of the study building as a result of wind loading. The
two methods used are given below in Eqs. (10) and (12).
The ﬁrst method:
ra;xðzÞ ¼ cf  q  b  IvðzsÞv
2
mðzsÞ
m1;x
R  Kx  ;1;xðzÞ ð10Þ
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acceleration of the structural point at height ZZ The vertical coordinatecf The force coeﬃcientq The air density
b The width of the structureFigure 7 Wind load scenarios used in Euro code calculations.Iv(ZS) The turbulence intensity at the height Z=Zs above groundv2mðzsÞ The mean wind velocity for the height Z=Zs above ground
m1;x The along wind fundamental equivalent massR The Square root of resonant responseKx The non-dimensional coeﬃcient;1;xðzÞ The fundamental along wind model shapeKx ¼
RH
0
v2mðzÞ  ;1;xðzÞdz
v2mðzÞ
RH
0
;21;xðzÞdz
ð11Þ
The second method:
ra;xðzÞ ¼ cf  q  b  IvðzsÞv
2
mðzsÞ
lref;max
R  Ky  Kz  ;ðy; zÞ ð12Þ
whereKy Constant,Kz Constant,Figure 8 A sample of wind path-lines.B(y,z) The mode shape,
Bmax The mode shape value at the point with maximum
amplitude andlref The reference mass per unit area.6. The results
The wind directions are calculated every 15 degrees. Because of
the symmetry in both long and short directions, only seven
directions are considered. The mode shape in the current
research is shown in Fig. 6. The moments are calculated in
long and short directions as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 illustratesFigure 6 Mode shape for the current study.
Figure 9 A sample of pressure contour acting on the building.a sample of the wind path-lines around the hotel, while Fig. 9
illustrates a sample of pressure contours acting on the hotel.
The cases of normal wind direction on each long and short
directions give power spectrum. Fig. 10 shows the ﬂuctuations
of the maximum moment acting on the long direction of the
building. On the other hand, Fig. 11 shows the relation
between the maximum moment acting on the short direction.
The maximum acceleration at the top of the building is
calculated for those cases by applying the CFD results in
Table 2 Accelerations at the top of the building.
Direction CFD (current
study) (m/s2)
Code (method 1)
(m/s2)
Code (method 2)
(m/s2)
Short 0.031 0.029 0.037
Long 0.073 0.084 0.104
Figure 10 The maximum acting moments on the long direction.
Figure 11 The maximum acting moments on the short direction.
958 M.I. FaroukEqs. (7) and (9). As shown in Table 2, the maximum accelera-
tions calculated by CFD study, which are 0.031 m/s2 &
0.075 m/s2, agrees better with the ﬁrst equation than the sec-
ond equation. The difference between the results obtained by
CFD and the ﬁrst equation stated in Code are 7% and 11%
in short and long directions respectively. On the other hand,
the difference in case of using second equation is 17% and
28%. The difference between the two code equations varies
between 20% and 22%.
7. Summary and conclusions
In this research a three-dimensional numerical simulation has
been developed using ‘‘CFD’’ software to check the comfort
of the occupants at Lerkendal Hotel in Norway. The hotel is
the third conventional highest building in Norway. The numer-
ical model results have been compared to those obtained
by codes, carried out by others. All the realistic conditionsincluding the shape of the structure, the wind speed, the wind
direction and the wind exposure are precisely considered. The
numerical model results have been compared to those obtained
by codes, carried out by others. The results showed good
agreement between both studies. Therefore, CFD can be used
to check the comfort of the occupant with a good accuracy.
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